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`The Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‘s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‘s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques ‗
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
www.matlock-iam.webs.com
Facebook - Matlock IAM Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test
Associate
Ted Cawthorne M/C
Michael Harris

Observer
KeithPearce
Stuart Barton

IMI Local Observer
Keith Seaton Car and Bike.
Mick Smith Bike
RoSPA Gold renewal
John Richardson.

Welcome to the group
Associates
Nick Baynes
Phil Robinson
Evan Wright M/C

Rod Kirkpatrick M/C
Nick Smith M/C

Extended Drive Check
Brian Smith
Rachel Stanbrook

Successes
Ian Forrester whose
observer was Jeff Sterland

Arran Fox with his
observer Ian Wildgoose

Chairman’s Ramblings
Since the last newsletter we have had the group's AGM
which I am pleased to report was well attended. Once
again I would like to thank all the officers, committee
members, and observers for all their time and expertise
that they all contribute to not only ensure the continued
success of the group but also promote safer driving and
help to improve road safety.
I welcome Ian Revill as vice chairman. Ian volunteered to
take on the post and was duly elected. I am very pleased
that Kate who has ably supported me for many years
continues as newsletter editor, Hope Guidance Officer and a valued committee member.
Charlie Parkes has stepped down as a committee member due to other commitments
but is remaining as webmaster for the time being until a successor comes forward.
Charlie was responsible for setting up our original web site and I thank him for all his
work. Charlie is staying with the group as a qualified IMI observer and also available to
give talks to interested groups.
I congratulate Ian Wildgoose who is this year‘s very worthy recipient of the John Fry
memorial award. Ian regularly attends all the guidance sessions at both Matlock and
Calver. He is an IMI National observer for both car and bike and has successfully
mentored many associates to test success in both categories.
We are now into our ―summer programme‖ which means for the next 4 months there will
be an additional guidance meeting on the first Monday of each month at 7:00 at
Highfields School, Matlock. This gives more opportunities for associates or members
who feel a little rusty to come along and go out with one of our experienced observers.
Congratulations to Michael Harris who has passed his car test and to his observer Stuart
Barton, also to Ted Cawthorne who passed his motorbike test just last week and his
observer, Keith Pearce.
I congratulate Keith Seaton who has recently qualified as a local observer for both car
and bike and Mick Smith who qualified as observer for motorbike.. It is always very
pleasing when an associate goes on to be one of our observers.
I am pleased to welcome new associates to the group, two car and three bike, and under
the guidance of their observers I am sure it will not be too long before they are test
ready. I also welcome back Alex Givens who has returned following a year at university.
We have just had confirmation from Andy Adlington at DCC that there will still be a
contribution towards advanced motorcycle courses for Derbyshire residents. Our Group
will receive up to £600 in total, so we have agreed with Andy that we will give £50 to 12
people when they sign up. Additionally we can get courses from the IAM for £130 with
special discount codes.
The IAM are mounting a nationally advertised campaign for free taster sessions for
motorists and bikers and we have agreed to take part in this campaign. Indeed we have
always offered these anyway so it isn‘t actually anything new for our group.

2016 marked the 60th anniversary of the IAM and to mark this occasion every course
sold by groups in September and October were discounted by 10%. Additionally the
IAM offered 60 full refunds drawn at random from all associates who purchase a
discounted course and successfully passed the test before 31 March 2017. This was
fully supported by the Group and I was very pleased to hear that Sylvia Gunn fitted the
criteria and was one of the 60 who had the £134 fee refunded. Sylvia was at first
confused on receiving the refund as the IAM did not advise her why but when I explained
the situation was naturally highly delighted. So if there are any similar future promotions
take notice and spread the word to friends and family, they could be a winner!
As always I wish you all safe driving

Kevin J Knight Group Chairman

John Fry Award
As always this year‘s nominee is a very worthy recipient,
he regularly attends all the guidance sessions at both
Matlock and Calver. He is an IMI National observer for
both car and bike and has successfully mentored
associates to test success in both categories. A fact
which will have been manifest to readers who have
counted the number of times his photo has appeared in
recent months!!

CAR CONTROL COURSE
RAF Scampton, Lincs
The following 2 dates have been offered: Thurs July 20 and/or Sat 9 September
The courses normally runs from either 9.00am –
12.00pm or 10.00am to 13.00pm with a maximum
number of 6 people.
There is a classroom session followed by an hour in
the skid car taking 3 people so you get 20mins each
and covers several types of skid conditions. You
may bring a friend or relative if the spaces are not
taken up by members. There will be more definite
times and directions later.
The cost will be £50.00/head less the Group‘s subsidy of £25.00 for members only for
the Thursday, or £60.00 less £25.00 for the Saturday PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
ANN BARRY DOES NEED TO KNOW ASAP IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CASE WE
DON’T NEED BOTH DAYS
CLOSING DATE IS JUNE 18th

Evening Guidance.
There will be four Evening Guidance opportunities this year, on the first Mondays of
June, July, August and September at Highfields School car park, Lumsdale Site starting
at 7.0pm
OVER

These sessions provide extra opportunities for associates who can‘t make Sundays and
also for members who may wish to brush up their skills.
IAM Surety insurance brokers have been doing some research which shows that after
five years from qualifying, members‘ claims start to rise. So do take the opportunity to
brush up your skills so that your claim doesn‘t arise 

Longcliffe Event.
Saturday 29th July Longcliffe Quarry - HGV
Familiarisation afternoon, starting at
2pm, kindly hosted by Tony and Louise
Woodroffe.
For those who have never been to one of
these events, it can be a real eye opener.
You will be amazed at what you can see
from the cab, but even more amazed at what
you cannot see. You will also get the chance
to drive an articulated lorry around the yard.
Remember that as well as information and
experience of Longcliffe tankers, Louise‘s
cakes are also a memorable experience!
Directions - From the Holly Bush pub at Grange Mill on the Via Gellia Road, take the
B5056 towards Ashbourne. Pass the 2 quarries on the left and go under the trees. As
you come out from under the trees there starts an area of cross hatchings which soon
lead to a new junction on the right. This is the venue. It is a concrete roadway with
10mph signs. Follow the roadway and you will come to a barrier which will be up, keep
round to the right and you will see all the lorries parked. At the end of the building on
your left will be a parking area. Please keep an eye out for moving vehicles.
There are several numbered garages at the edge of the yard. That is where we will
meet. There are toilets and indoor facilities should it be wet. Family and friends
welcome.

George Smith Trophy
This year the event will be on Saturday 9th September at 2pm onwards. We will not
have access to a BBQ as the one we had last time has been sold. So if people wish to
bring a picnic, please do so along with chairs.
There will be no toilet facilities other than what nature provides.
This year‘s challenge will be an archery event.
There will be a variety of targets including apples on heads!
The venue will be our field off Sheldon Lane in Bakewell..
Directions- Take the A6 out of Bakewell towards Buxton, as you leave the 40mph area
there is a dip and in the bottom a turn to the left – CROWHILL LANE. Turn left.
Follow this lane to the top to a T junction, turn left and the field is on the right. You will
see the gate open and cars parked. Pull into the field and mind the sheep.
Bill

Speed Limits
Richard Gladman
IAM RoadSmart head of driving and riding
standards.
With the nice weather comes a timely reminder:
it has recently been fed back to us that some
groups have been encouraging a somewhat
liberal interpretation of the national speed limit
in order to progress overtaking.
Can we remind everyone that we have no legal
exemption to exceed the speed limit in this or
any other circumstance. In our training material
we make mention of the fact that overtakes may
not be possible if the other vehicle is near to the
speed limit as they will be outside of legality.
We are sure that most observers are operating
within the speed limit and deliberating effective overtakes correctly but it appears that a
few are encouraging a ‗perceived‘ exemption to the speed limit and using safety to justify
this. We would like to re-iterate:

‘Advanced drivers/riders do not plan to exceed the speed limit, so
if the other vehicle is travelling at close to this speed, overtaking
may not be legal.’
This is a direct lift from our advanced course log book and should be the standard to
which we all operate. Where an examiner sees a deliberate flouting of the law to make
an overtake they will have no choice but to record a failure. It is important that our
associates are not encouraged down this route as the subsequent failure is
embarrassing for all concerned.
The combining of safety and
legality on the test report is
designed to allow latitude in
‗exceptional circumstances,‘ not as
a coverall for pre-planned
breaches of the speed limit. As a
road safety charity we will not be
selective in which pieces of the
road traffic act we decide to adhere
to. Thank you for your support in
this.

Easter Egg run
Several Group
members along
with family and friends,
rode over to
Nottingham for the
annual Easter Egg
ride, from Nottingham
Goose Fair site up to
Mansfield Fire Station.
The weather was
great, cool to start but
hotter as the day
progressed. A total of
920 motorcycles took
part, which was a
fantastic sight. Many of
the riders were dressed as bunny rabbits and many people were waiting along the
route to give us a wave.
On arrival at Mansfield Fire Station, our Easter Eggs
were collected and it was estimated that almost 3000
had been donated. These will be distributed to children
who would
otherwise not
receive an egg
at Easter.
All the money
raised goes
towards helping disadvantaged children in
the county.
There were some strange and interesting
bikes on display. The one with the
mock machine guns was rather special.
Bill

Examiners check list - Cockpit drill
At a recent training evening our local examiner outlined the elements they are looking for on an
advanced test. Whilst modern vehicles conduct system checks automatically they are not
infallible. It is therefore good practice to conduct a manual cockpit check, talked through as it is
completed. Taking only a few minutes to complete it also gives you time to settle down.
The following is a suitable outline plan: - Before switching on the ignition system commence the
preparation cycle as follows:Head restraint
 Check that the doors are closed but not
Height and
locked, pointing out door handles if not
Rake angle
Steering wheel
obvious.
Position and rake
 Check and state that the handbrake is on.

 Check seat belts are secured; point out
release catch if not obvious.
 Check head restraints are adjusted as
Rake
required.
angle
Tip for the test make sure the examiner‘s
head restraint is in the correct position, it
Lumber
wont do any harm to let them think you
Support
have their safety at heart!
 Check the seat position, followed by all
Seat height and
mirrors.
position
 Explain your familiarity with the controls. A
quick overview of the vehicle will not go amiss especially if it is fitted with modern
driver aids. State that you will make use of any features fitted if the opportunity arises
during the drive.
 State that POWERY has been checked a simple acronym explains that you have
checked the following before your journey:- Petrol (or fuel), Oil level, Water and other
fluids, all the Electrics including lights indicators and stoplights are functioning and
the Rubber in the form of tyres, both tread and pressure are legal and wiper blades
are ok. The final Y you element addresses yourself and confirms that you are fit and
well to drive.
 Check gear lever in neutral (Park in an automatic).
Before switching on the ignition start the servo systems check i.e. brakes and steering:-.
 Test footbrake for pressure by repeatedly pumping. It should firm up under foot, do
not release the pedal just yet. Simultaneously apply slight pressure to the steering
wheel. When you feel resistance hold it in place.
 Switch on the ignition. State that the warning lights are operating correctly.
 Start the engine and the brake pedal should go soft under foot and likewise the
resistance on the steering wheel should diminish.
This action indicates that not only are the systems pressurising but the servo systems
are also working. NB. if your car is fitted with auto engine stop/start you will
experience the same phenomena with the brakes and steering as the engine stops
and starts.
 Inform the examiner that all the warning lights are showing normal.
 Indicate readiness to move off and conduct a moving brake test, first checking it‘s
safe.
The simple checks will help you calm any nerves you may have allowing you time to
smoothly enter into your drive.
Eric Elwell Training officer

Holiday plans
We appear to have experienced yet another mild winter, the met office advises that despite an
early cold snap we experienced no significant snow falls and April‘s average temperature was
higher than average thanks to the jet stream. However, dependant on your source of
information the forecast for the months ahead will either be a scorcher or somewhat lacking in
sunshine.
Irrespective of the forecast this is the time of year when we traditionally plan our annual holiday
and by now they may be well advanced for many of us. With the rising costs of travel, the
unfavourable value of the pound against the Euro and Brexit issues pundits predict families will
consider taking a UK based holiday. This may be a novelty to some families as the foreign
package holiday gives way to the good old British seaside as the target venue. Wherever you
have chosen as your destination, start your planning for the journey as soon as possible.
Start by having the vehicle serviced as close to your start dates
as possible. All the essentials need checking along with any little
problems you may have tolerated for some time. The high
temperatures and the busy holiday routes of summer put extra
demands on the vehicle and with a little planning and
preparation you should be able to reduce the risk of a
breakdown. Have any potential problems repaired before you
set out on your holiday.
High temperatures can aggravate any existing problems, with
the cooling system being particularly susceptible. Low coolant level, leaking hoses and broken
electric cooling fans can all result in overheating and potentially expensive damage. Tell tale
signs include wet or white staining on coolant hose. A simple system check on the fan‘s function
is to run the car to normal temperature and idle the engine for five to 10 minutes, the cooling fan
should cut in automatically.
Check tyre condition and pressures, adjusting for extra load if appropriate. Under-inflation
contributes to extra friction and more heat which can prove too much for weak spots.
All driving associations publish a list of essentials to carry in
your car but consider carrying a few extra items that may be
difficult to replace locally especially if travelling abroad for
example, a spare set of keys stored in a safe place, a
replacement fan belt.
If you're planning to drive abroad it's important to familiarise
yourself with local rules before you go. France for example
has introduced several significant changes recently. The AA
and RAC have compiled touring guidelines giving you the
essentials for more than 40 countries, from Andorra to Ukraine.
The high temperatures also put extra demands on the vehicle occupants in addition to the
driver. With a little planning and preparation, you should be able to keep stress levels to a
minimum. As Advanced drivers we know the importance of having a driving plan, a travel or
holiday plan has much the same value.
Planning alternative routes in advance and checking for potential delays in the days prior to
stating your journey will pay dividends. Again there are many websites that list the major road
works and some even have live updates.
The following travel tips have been condensed from those published by several driving
agencies. Having fixed the destination, the route is the next obvious consideration. Several
websites give travel information and their advice will help in finalising a route.



Best advice is to allow an extra 25% for unforeseen
stoppages and breaks.
 There are several well known traffic bottlenecks on the main
motorway network; plan to avoid them if possible and listen to
traffic news for delays.
Try thinking of the journey as part of the holiday.
 Consider making an overnight stop. The aim is to avoid
driving when you would normally be asleep.
 Remember driver fatigue remains a large cause of accidents.
Try to avoid driving between 12 midnight and 4 am; this is the
period of peak tiredness.
 If possible think about using a second driver. Sharing the load
not only helps you rest, but gives you time to enjoy the journey.
 Another point to consider when travelling in the early hours is the availability of services, not
all open 24hrs many offer only a very basic service in the small hours.
Plan where on your journey to take rest breaks, generally after every 2 hours of driving.
 Not only do the roads become congested, so do the service areas on popular routes at peak
times. Even if you get parked the queues at the self service and fuel stations can be
massive.
 A worthwhile tip is to plan a stop before major routes merge that way
there may be fewer travellers competing for limited services.
On a long journey it is important to keep your energy levels high and avoid
anything that will make you feel lethargic. The RAC have produced the
following tips to help motorists make the best food choices whilst
maintaining driving alertness.
 Make time for small, regular meals. Large, heavy meals can leave you
feeling sluggish, sleepy and uncomfortable.
 Fancy a sandwich? Then opt for bread with seeds or grains. Look for
wholegrain, rye or granary and choose a lean filling.
 Have a piece of fruit, low fat yoghurt or choose a currant bun or fruit loaf instead of sweets or
confectionary.
 Drink water or low fat milk. A small amount of caffeine can perk you up but don't overdo it as
you can feel jittery and lack concentration.
I won‘t insult you by cataloguing a long list of items to pack.
Remember, don‘t obstruct your view, store items safely (ideally in
the boot) or strap them down, you don‘t want things flying about in
an emergency. Make sure that trailers are safe, legal and not
overloaded. Also a roof rack or trailer will affect the handling of your
vehicle, so take this into consideration.
As advanced motorists we know the value of planning ahead.
However not all drivers are as prepared for their journey as us,
remember that we share the road with others we don‘t know and
whose skill level we can only estimate.
Eric Elwell Training officer

Wondering why car headlights are so painfully
blinding?
Anyone who drives at night knows the problem. An approaching car rounds a
bend or crests a hill and a dazzling glare fills the windscreen and you can‘t see.
It is extremely frightening and several seconds may elapse before your night
vision recovers — putting your own life and those of other road users in danger.
The phenomenon is being blamed on
carmakers fitting ever more powerful
headlights as a ‗safety‘ marketing
feature. But research shows that
because of the basic mechanics of our
eyes, the older you are, the easier it is
to be temporarily blinded.
According to government figures,
headlight glare is involved in
increasing numbers of collisions and
deaths,
The danger first arose when soft
yellow halogen headlamps (which produce light when a filament is heated) began
to be superseded by stronger Xenon or High Intensity Discharge (HID) lights in
the early Nineties. These produce a harsh blue light that is typically twice as
bright.
An even brighter generation of Light Emitting Diode (LED) lights started to appear
in 2006. These work by passing an electric current through a capsule of gas or via
electromagnetic energy and are fitted to a lot of new cars.
One factor contributing to accidents that British police record is ‗dazzling
headlamps‘. In 2014, investigators reported this as an influence in ten fatal
crashes, nearly 70 serious accidents and more than 250 other accidents. Overall,
this was an increase of 11 per cent on 2010.
Campaigners say glare may cause many more minor accidents, which are often
unattended by police and go unrecorded.
Roy Milnes, 70, from Pwllheli, North Wales, runs the pressure group Lightmare,
which is campaigning to have light levels from modern headlights lowered. ‗We
get thousands of complaints,‘ he says. ‗The brightness has gone beyond human
endurance.‘
Glare can even cause a pain-like reaction, according to Dr Peter Heilig, a
professor of ophthalmology at the University of Vienna.
‗Glare sends a warning signal to the brain that says ―Stop!‖ ‘ he says. ‗It is
comparable to the pain signal you get when you suddenly overstrain a joint.‘ In
response, you may wince or even inadvertently shut your eyes.

Are modern headlights really so much worse? Yes, says Professor Heilig. ‗The
stark blue light has much higher energy — ie, it looks much brighter — than
halogen bulbs, due to it having a much shorter wavelength.‘
The effect of the glare of modern lights is greater as we grow older, according to
John Marshall, professor of ophthalmology at University College London.
The main problem is light scatter. The eye‘s lens and cornea are not perfectly
clear, so when bright light is shone through them, some gets scattered around the
inside of the eye, making images blurred or blank.
‗It is the same effect you get from trying to look at a bright light through a mistedup windscreen,‘ says Professor Marshall. ‗The older you are, the more changes
you get, even to healthy eyes, such as the lens and cornea becoming less clear,
so the more problems you will have seeing clearly.
‗At night your pupil opens wider to let in more light, and when your eye meets a
headlamp you get more scatter and can‘t see.‘
Disability glare, when light is scattered inside the eye, was identified in 1927. That
it is exacerbated by modern headlamps was discovered ten years ago in a report
by the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. This found it can take
as long as ten seconds to recover fully.
Car-makers have tried fitting HID lamps with beam-focusing lenses and selflevelling systems, which aim to angle beams down to prevent cars blinding
oncoming drivers when cresting hills.
But Rob Marshall, a technical adviser with the UK road safety organisation GEM
Motoring Assist, warns these systems are less than perfect: ‗They take time to
react, so an oncoming driver can be blinded temporarily.‘
The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders maintains there is no evidence
that factory fitted high-power lights distract drivers and that lamp-levelling
technology ensures they are safe. It adds that they are particularly important on
poorly lit roads.
But the Government acknowledges there may be a problem. The Department for
Transport says the UK has won agreement for a ‗glare‘ group as part of the United
Nations expert group on vehicle lighting.
The group is set to produce results at the end of this year. However, it is so far
only considering standards for the next generation of LED headlamps — ie, those
not already in use.
In the meantime, Professor Marshall suggests drivers might consider wearing
clear glasses — prescription or not — with a UV-absorbent coating, available from
High Street opticians. ‗You can only tell that spectacles have this coating because
they have a slight blue sheen,‘ he says. ‗I wear them myself.‘

Travelling with dogs
.A woman was fatally hit by a
van after she chased her dog
on to a motorway recently
Patricia Connors, 66, was
pronounced dead at the scene
after being struck on the M4
near Cardiff by a Ford Transit

The great-grandmother,
Cardiff, was trying to
rescue her dog on the
busy road when both
were hit and killed by a
Ford Transit Van.
South Wales Police
believe she followed her
after it ran into the road.
later emerged that the
had run off from a
Motorway services car
park.

from

dog
It
dog

The motorway was closed for five hours while police
investigated.

Don‘t let it happen to you or yours. Make sure your dog is on a
lead before it leaves the car.
QUOTES FROM BRITISH MILITARY ANNUAL STAFF
APPRAISALS
His men would follow him anywhere but only out of curiosity.
I would not breed from this Officer.
This man is depriving a village somewhere of its idiot.
. This Officer is really not so much of a has-been, more of a definitely won't-be.
When she opens her mouth it seems only to change whichever foot was previously in
there.
. Couldn't organise 50% leave in a 2-man submarine.
He would be out of his depth in a car park puddle.
The occasional flashes of adequacy are marred bzy an attitude of apathy and
indifference.

Unfit to Drive?
Family doctors can now report patients they believe are unfit to drive –
without telling them first.
Tough new guidance, which has recently been brought into force,
says GPs have a duty to inform the authorities if a patient is
driving against medical advice. They no longer need a patient‘s
consent to alert the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA).
The General Medical Council says doctors should ‗make every
reasonable effort‘ to persuade a person they think is unfit to drive
to stop, and then
inform the authorities
if they believe there is a ‗risk of death or
serious harm‘ to others. Doctors should,
however, attempt to inform a patient of their
intention to disclose personal information
before contacting the DVLA. The updated
guidance aims to help GPs balance their
legal and ethical duties of confidentiality with
wider public protection responsibilities.
Steve Gooding, of motoring research charity
the RAC Foundation, said drivers with certain conditions might fear losing their licence if
they declare their illness to the DVLA. But he said that with the right treatment, many
conditions ‗will not lead to people having to hang up the keys‘. He added: ‘I would

appeal to all drivers to ensure that they declare any relevant medical
conditions to the DVLA to help keep all road users safe.‘
The move follows a number of tragic accidents involving pensioners unfit to drive, and
there are growing calls for them to be made to retake their tests.
In 2014 a pensioner was jailed for causing death by dangerous driving after killing a
young mother when he
pressed the accelerator
instead of the brake.
A partially sighted 87-year-old
was also jailed in 2012 for
fatally injuring another
pensioner after lying about his
eyesight to keep his licence.
Peter Cole hit Ambrose
Skingle, 86, in Theydon Bois,
Essex. Later, he was seen
looking at his mobile phone
with a magnifying glass. He
admitted causing death by
dangerous driving.

A trip to the Isle of Man.
I have never visited the Isle of Man, so when it was suggested that the International
Police Association Motorcycle Section UK should have their AGM there, I jumped at the
chance.
Members from all over the UK signed up to go, and
on the 8th May we began to gather. I rode to
Liverpool with friends and met others at the Steam
Packet Ferry for a fast crossing to Douglas. Bikes
lashed down with a single rope caused us some
concerns but the crossing was calm and all bikes
made it.
We were in a variety of hotels, but mine was filled
by our members and I can recommend the Cubbon
House Hotel in Douglas. It is right on the front and
handy for everything. Parking was on the road in motorcycle designated spaces, but we
were told that the wardens did not bother bikes as long as parked sensibly.
We had two guided rides round the island
on the Tuesday and Wednesday, and saw
some wonderful scenery, and rode some
interesting roads. The weather all week
was glorious, which we were told is
uncommon for a whole week. Glowing
cheeks every evening, with big smiles.
At one point in the very north of the island
you can see Scotland. Someone had
kindly painted directions on the car park,
but it was clearly visible. Coffee breaks at
Peel Harbour and various places of
interest, just added to the experience. We
met some of the local Constabulary, and found out that no vehicles needed MoTs on the
Island, but they were strict with drivers / riders
who had defective vehicles. There are no
speed cameras on the island.
We had plenty of time to ourselves to explore
the town and island. I went round the TT
course at a leisurely pace, taking in the views
and places I had only previously seen on tv. I
got about 7 mils into the course, and realised
that if the TT was on, I would have already
been lapped! How they manage to ride at the
speeds they do is amazing. The roads are
fairly uneven in places, there are places
where the TT riders will take off, and some
very unforgiving roadside obstacles which are only protected by straw bales.

We rode up onto The Mountain where the views were very impressive. We saw the
memorial to Joey Dunlop, probably one if not the most famous riders of the TT.
We sat in the stands at the finish line, overlooking the pit lanes. Trying to imagine the
speed they would pass through at in two weeks time. We chose just the right time to
visit. The roads were all open, and quiet. We saw no budding racers, and enjoyed the
freedom to ride at our pace and to stop when and where we wanted to.
Five days was just the right length of time to be there, and the weather broke on the
Friday for those who took the early ferry home. Several of us took the afternoon ferry
and had another dry day in Douglas, and a dry ride home from Liverpool. In the whole
week I only had a few spots of rain on my visor, and that was at New Mills, on my way
home.
In all a very good week, a wonderful place to visit, made all the better with having friends
to share it with.
Bill Storey

Tyre Valve Caps
I brought some tyre valve caps back from the IAM
conference and several members took some.
Please be aware these caps are metal and there
have been several instances of them corroding onto
the valve and being impossible to remove without
causing damage.
I would suggest throwing them away and replacing
with plastic caps.
Bill Storey

I was driving this morning when I saw an RAC van parked up. The driver was
sobbing uncontrollably and looked very miserable. I thought to myself that guy's
heading for a breakdown.
A married couple who work as professional clowns decided to split. The divorce
will be amicable, though there's expected to be a lengthy custardy battle.
I had a happy childhood. My Dad would put me inside a tyre and roll me down a
hill. They were Goodyears.
A mate of mine recently admitted to being addicted to brake fluid. When I quizzed
him on it, he reckoned he could stop any time.

DIARY DATES
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun
Sat
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

5th
11th
18th
3rd
9th
16th
29th
7th
13th
20th
4th
10th
17th

June
June
June
July
July
July
July
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept

Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Longcliffe
Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 7.0pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am

Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
HGV event
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance

Last date for copy for the Aug/Sept Newsletter is July 7th for articles, July 14th for
tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623

B 6001
A 619

Baslow

Chatsworth

A 619

A6

To Chesterfield

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
A6

B 5057

The Whitworth Centre
Station Road Darley Dale
Matlock DE4 2EQ

Kelstedge
A6

Meeting
Venues
Outdoor
Guidan
ce

A 632

Darley
Dale

Matlock
Crown Sq

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

To Matlock Bath
A6

Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
www.matlock-iam.webs.com/

GROUP COMMITTEE 2017 - 2018
Group Secretary Bill Storey 01629 812732
2 Wye Bank, Bakewell, Derbyshire. DE45 1BH
matlockdhv1@btinternet.com

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

GROUP OFFICERS
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Group Secretary
Group Treasurer

Kevin Knight 01629 584142
knightowls@btopenworld.com
Ian Revill 01629 593684
Bill Storey 01629 812732
Ann Barry 01629 540599
The Lodge King‘s Hill, Brassington, Matlock DE4 4HA

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Guidance (Matlock
Guidance (Mbk)
Guidance (Hope)
Training Officer
Newsletter Distn.
Committee
Webmaster

Iain Harwood 01629 55563
mail@minandiain.org.uk
Keith Pearce 01629 57828
Kate Froggatt 01623 644047
Eric Elwell 01629 584575
eric-elwell1@hotmail.co.uk
Kevin Knight
David Graham, Tony Eyre, Mike Micallefl
Charlie Parkes

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson Street, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 5PN
01623 644047 katefroggatt@talktalk.net

Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‘s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not
necessarily constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and
Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists.

(Registered Charity No. 1060033) IAM Group No. 4191
Printed by Greenaway Workshop, Greenaway Lane, Matlock DE4 2QB
Tel: 01629 734089

